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Advanced Marriage Trainers, Dr. Derrick & Mrs. Sheila Campbell,
unveil the Luveuphoria Phenomenon.
January 3, 2016 - (Cherry Hill, NJ) - The Advanced Marriage Trainers, leaders in
promoting healthy marriages, today unveiled its Luveuphoria Phenomenon to help eliminate one of
the major causes of divorce.
The Luveuphoria Phenomenon has roots in Newton's Law of Cooling. Newton's Law of Cooling
states that the rate of change of the temperature of an object is proportional to the difference between
its own temperature and the ambient temperature (i.e. the temperature of its surroundings).
The Luveuphoria Phenomenon is consistent with Newton's Law of Cooling. It states that the rate of
affection in a marriage is proportional to the number of non-sexual intimacy encounters and the
number of days that a person is in the presence of their spouse.
One of the major signs of an unhealthy marriage is the lack of non-sexual intimacy. Non-sexual
intimacy can lead to a sexless marriage. People who are involved in a sex-less marriage are more
likely to consider divorce and are more likely to exist in an unhappy marriage. Non-sexual intimacy
is a significant contributor to long-term marital bliss. This warm, positive, skin-to-skin contact
releases the same bonding chemicals in your brain as sex.
The remedy to this marriage problem is easy. Use the Luveuphoria Formula and the Luveuphoria
Scale to monitor the frequency of non-sexual intimacy in your marriage. Adding non-sexual intimacy
to your marriage is a low-pressure way of maintaining a healthy marriage. Regular non-sexual
intimacy can make you both more receptive to sensual experiences and it will make it easier to
transition into more frequent sexual encounters.
Luveuphoria Formula
LF = [(Log10 (ns/nd))  10] - 1
LF = Luveuphoria Factor
ns = number of non-sexual touches
nd = number of days
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About Advanced Marriage Training
Advanced Marriage Training is a business held by Dr. Derrick and Mrs. Campbell. We believe
that this increasing rate of divorces per year is because of the lack of marriage trainings. Couples
do not know how to adjust with each other thus they end up fighting and getting separated. Our
Advanced Marriage Training will also help you find perfect spouse for you.
We arrange proper conferences under the name of “Advanced Marriage Training for Couples”
and “Advanced Marriage Training for Singles” that are conducted by Dr. Campbell along with
his wife Sheila. Important married life lessons like defensive routines, shared vision,
commitment evaluation, conflict reduction, Servant Centered Marriage and other such topics are
preached by the experts.
Our site has this special section of “Audio” in which all the audio and videos of the important
topics discussed by Dr. Derrick and Mrs. Campbell and present. In case you miss or forget any
portion of the conference you can catch them in this section. Moreover, this section includes
interviews of your favorite marriage training related personalities as well.
We also have our Blog that can be found under the “Blog” section. Under this section, you will
find various problems faced by the couples or various questions regarding marriage in single
people’s minds discussed thoroughly in the posts to provide proper guidance for a successful
marriage. Moreover, expert advices, experts’ experiences and other problems that even they are
facing are shared so that everyone can read and learn what you should and what you should not
do in the marriage in order to make it successful.
We also provide tips for couples and singles as well in our different sections. Various questions
are mentioned and discussed under these sections. Important scenarios like “How can couples
stay in love forever?” , “How should husband handle a smart wife?”, “When should a spouse
withhold sex?” & “How to avoid financial problems before marriage?”, “How singles can
eliminate the risk of divorce?”, “How to keep peace during wedding planning?”, “ What is the
only reason that men and women should choose to stay single?” are discussed under these
sections respectively.
Moreover, we provide free e-books, testimonials and press releases as well so that people all
around the world facing problems in their matrimonial lives or people who are scared to start
their matrimonial life just because they are scared of the future problems that they will have to
face or something feel free to contact us and get our training and practice our preaches in order to
live a prosperous matrimonial life.
We also have our products and merchandise that you can buy in order to get some information
regarding the love life. You can order books written by famous love experts including Dr.
Derrick. His books “Advance Marriage Training for Singles”, “Leading Your Marriage into the
Promised Land”, “Workbook for Husbands” and “Workbook for Wives” are also available in the
shopping section. You can buy the suitable book or can but the whole set as well in cheaper
rates.
Contact us today for your counseling and guidance needs. We will be more than happy to help all
with Advanced Marriage Training.

